Terrain Generalization with Multi-scale Pyramids
Constrained by Curvature
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Hurni
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a method for terrain generalization using Laplacian pyramids.
The method pre-processes digital terrain for generating cartographically generalized 3D maps. Map
authors can attenuated or amplify selected frequency bands of the terrain with a graphical interface
imitating an audio equalizer. Ridge lines and valley lines are localized by curvature indices, and
their characteristic shapes are preserved or emphasized using additional sets of equalizer controls.
Frequency bands are adjusted separately for the foreground and the background to remove visually
disturbing terrain detail in the background. This is relevant for 3D maps in central perspective projection that considerably compresses distant terrain features. The proposed generalization method
was implemented in Terrain Equalizer, a free and open-source application providing a graphical
interface with interactive 3D previews (available at http://www.terraincartography.com/). Using this
application, disturbing high frequency details can be easily removed and major mountain forms can
be accentuated. The level of generalization can be adjusted seamlessly from the foreground to the
background of the 3D map. Topographic break lines, such as ridge or valley lines, are successfully
preserved, which is important for conveying the characteristic shape of a generalized terrain.
KEYWORDS:<MZZIQVOMVMZITQbI\QWV,-5NZMY]MVKaÅT\MZQVOTIXTIKQIVXaZIUQL\MZZIQV
equalizer

Introduction

Expert cartographers generalize terrain for 3D maps
by removing unnecessary and visually distracting
details, and accentuating important landforms, while
preserving characteristic terrain features and typical
landforms. However, generalization methods for 3D
maps are most often technology driven, i.e., they are
often not targeted at cartographic generalization,
but intend to reduce the amount of terrain details
in order to achieve responsive frame rates when
rendering terrain in video games and other interactive
environments. Such methods may introduce artifacts,
[]KPI[IZ\QÅKQITMLOM[IVLÆI\\ZQIVOTM[\Z]K\]ZM[WZ
overly smoothed mountain ridges and valleys.
3D maps most often depict terrain in a central
perspective projection, compressing terrain features
in the background. The terrain compression increases
with the distance to the viewer: the foreground is
depicted at a large scale, while the background is
rendered at a considerably smaller scale. This results
in an excessively detailed background, especially when
using high-resolution terrains. Such highly detailed
ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[ IZM WN\MV ^Q[]ITTa QVMNÅKQMV\ JMKI][M
the main landforms are not clearly discernable due
to the many distracting details. The dense details
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generate disturbing visual noise, which obscures
macro topography—it is impossible to see the forest
for the trees. Hence, the level of terrain generalization
must seamlessly increase with the distance to the
viewer.
Cartographic generalization is an inherently
visual task. A graphical environment is required for
adjusting the generalization parameters in a trial-anderror approach to the spatial resolution of the terrain,
the landscape features and the purpose of the map.
A problem plaguing authors of 3D maps, however,
is the currently available software for generalizing
\MZZIQV _PQKP [WUM\QUM[ Q[ LQNÅK]T\ \W KWUXZMPMVL
and control, or does not offer a WYSIWYG preview
mode for interactive manipulation in real-time.
The research presented in this article aims at
making a contribution to the solution of these
problems. Visually disturbing details are to be
removed from digital terrain, while sharp edges and
mountain ridges are to be retained. The goal is to
preserve the characteristic appearance of a terrain,
and to seamlessly adjust the amount of generalization
from foreground to background. We are aiming at a
generalization method that is easy to comprehend
and control by authors of 3D maps, and provides
feedback in real time.
For our prototype, an equalizer metaphor was
chosen as basis for the user interface. In audio
MVOQVMMZQVO \PM MY]ITQbMZ ÅT\MZ Q[ ][ML \W IT\MZ \PM
frequency response of an audio source. Most users
should be familiar with equalizers from audio
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playback software and physical audio equipment.
Terrain Equalizer, a free and open-source software
application, was developed, integrating the presented
generalization method and its related user interface.

Related Work
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In this overview of related research, we concentrate on
cartographic generalization aiming at improving the
visual effectiveness to generate clear and legible maps.
Generalization methods to improve data storage
or to accelerate rendering, analysis or transmission
of terrain data are not treated here, neither is the
generalization of representations derived from terrain
models, such as contour lines.

Filtering, Smoothing and Denoising
TPM \MZU ÅT\MZQVO Q[ ]VLMZ[\WWL QV \PM KWV\M`\ WN 
signal processing, i.e., the application of an operator
\PM ÅT\MZ \PI\ ZMUW^M[ NZMY]MVKa KWUXWVMV\[
NZWU \PM [QOVIT \PM \MZZIQV ;]KP ÅT\MZ[ IZM SVW_V
from image processing, and can be applied to
OZQLLML \MZZIQV UWLMT[ 4W_XI[[ ÅT\MZ[ ZMUW^M
PQOPNZMY]MVKa LM\IQT[ _PMZMI[ PQOPXI[[ ÅT\MZ[
MUXPI[QbMLQ[KWV\QV]Q\QM[?PQTMPQOPXI[[ÅT\MZ[IZM
rarely applied to digital terrain (Weibel and Heller
!!TW_XI[[ÅT\MZ[IZM\PM[QUXTM[\IVL\P][UW[\
KWUUWVTa ][ML ÅT\MZ[ 4Q   =VNWZ\]VI\MTa IV
]VQV\MVLMLKWV[MY]MVKMWN Q[W\ZWXQKTW_XI[[ÅT\MZ[Q[
that smoothing is applied uniformly. Sharp edges and
other fundamental features of a terrain are blurred
I_Ia Ja \PM ]VQNWZU ÅT\MZ 0W_M^MZ QN  XZWUQVMV\
topographic breaks are involved, cartographic
practice tells us to preserve their character and not
simply smooth them.
The applicability of global smoothing or low-pass
ÅT\MZQVO\PMZMNWZMQ[TQUQ\ML\W[UWW\PZWTTQVO\MZZIQV
IVLUQVWZ[KITMZML]K\QWV[?MQJMT!!)T\MZVI\Q^M
anisotropic operators have been studied extensively
in image processing, where a wealth of methods are
available. Many researchers have been extending
image processing techniques to general purpose
surface smoothing, aiming at better preserving edges,
while reducing noise in the signal. For elevation data,
specialized anisotropic smoothing methods have been
XZWXW[ML ,M[JZ]V M\ IT  XZM[MV\ I UM\PWL
for denoising terrain models and other bivariate
data based on anisotropic diffusion approaches in
image processing. They use a combination of surface
IZMI UQVQUQbI\QWV OZIXP ÆW_ IVL VWVTQVMIZ MLOM
preservation metrics to smooth a two-dimensional
dataset, while preserving important discontinuities.
<I[LQbMV IVL ?PQ\ISMZ  XZWXW[M I \_W
steps method, also aiming at feature preserving
smoothing of terrain data, while enhancing
discontinuities. Their method forces surfaces towards
XQMKM_Q[M [UWW\PVM[[ Ja ÅZ[\ [UWW\PQVO \PM ÅMTL
of terrain normal vectors (using a penalty function
WN  K]Z^I\]ZM IVL \PMV Å\\QVO I VM_ \MZZIQV UWLMT
to the smoothed normals. Both steps use a gradient
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descent minimization method with a second-order
partial differential equation. Hence, the major
shortcoming of this method is the computational
complexity and the increased computation time.
0WNMZ M\ IT  IVL 5WPIV M\ IT  M`\MVL
these energy minimizing techniques with the concept
of tolerance cylinders. These cylinders are derived for
each terrain vertex from absolute errors. A cylinder’s
height represents the absolute vertical accuracy, while
the base diameter corresponds to horizontal accuracy.
The cylinders are used as hard constraints by the
energy minimizing technique, forcing the smoothed
\MZZIQV []ZNIKM QV[QLM \PM \WTMZIVKM JW]VL[ LMÅVML
by the cylinders. Both works aim at respecting the
IJ[WT]\M^MZ\QKITIVLPWZQbWV\ITMZZWZ[I[[XMKQÅMLJa
the data providers (such as for the DTED or SRTM
elevation models). As such, these methods are suitable
for denoising terrain by removing outliers, while
keeping the surface inside the tolerance bounds. For
a more interactive approach to terrain generalization,
tolerance cylinders could be locally adjusted, however,
the computation time are rather long for both
methods due to the computationally intensive energy
minimizing techniques.
Wavelet Transforms
Relatively few attempts have so far applied the
wavelet transform on digital terrain (Gallant and
0]\KPQV[WV !! ?I^MTM\ IXXTQKI\QWV[ WV ,-5[
IZMUIQVTa][MLNWZNMI\]ZMM`\ZIK\QWV)UOII#
3ITJMZUI\\MV  IVL \MZZIQV [QUXTQÅKI\QWV Ja
ÅT\MZQVO\PM_I^MTM\KWMNÅKQMV\[5IPTMZ#*RWZSM
IVL 6QT[MV  )\\MUX\[ I\ ][QVO \PM ZMTI\ML
.W]ZQMZ\ZIV[NWZUOWJIKS\W\PM![J]\PI^MJMMV
found to be less adequate for terrain data (for a review
[MM3ITJMZUI\\MVX
Skeleton Lines
WeibeT!!XZWXW[ML\PMOMVMZITQbI\QWVWN \MZZIQV
based on structure lines that are extracted from
the terrain model, in some cases using techniques
LM^MTWXML NWZ TQVM OMVMZITQbI\QWV ?MQJMT !!
proposes to use the drainage network and the ridge
network, both extracted from the terrain model,
depending on the characteristics of the terrain.
Many automatic methods have been proposed
to characterize terrain patches, extract drainage
networks, and break lines. They can be used as input
to steer generalization based on skeleton lines, or be
applied to morphometric analysis, for example, to
[MTMK\Q^MTaZMUW^M^ITTMa[2WZLIV
Multi-resolution Terrain
Research in computer graphics has resulted in a variety
of methods for reducing the level of detail (LOD) of
terrain models. Many of those methods remove terrain
details from the background of the scene, aiming at
achieving interactive frame rates in games and other
applications with interactive terrain visualization. In
111
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such applications the main goal is the minimization
of data storage and throughput, which leads to the
application of TIN structures or nested regular grids
at varying resolution (for an overview see Pajarola
IVL /WJJM\\Q  <PM OWIT PW_M^MZ Q[ I X]ZMTa
technical one: The amount of triangles rendered by
the computer graphics hardware is reduced, such that
visual artifacts are minimized and an interactive frame
rate is achieved. This goal is fundamentally different
from cartographic generalization for 3D maps, where
irrelevant and disturbing micro topography has to be
removed, and characteristic terrain structures need to
be accentuated.
Multi-resolution TINs can be constructed using
^IZQW][UM\PWL[NWZM`IUXTM\PMTQVM[QUXTQÅKI\QWV
method by Douglas and Peucker applied to terrain
.MQIVL0M!WZ\MKPVQY]M[QV[XQZMLJa5WZ[M
N]VK\QWV[ ,IVW^IZW M\ IT  *M[QLM[ \MZZIQV
visualization, multi-resolution terrain is also applied
\WÅT\MZQVO41,):LI\I;QT^nV+nZLMVI[IVL?IVO


Frequency Manipulation with
Laplacian Pyramids

The main idea of our method presented in this paper
is to consider a terrain model as a two-dimensional
input signal, where selected frequencies are enhanced
or attenuated. A Laplacian pyramid is used to
separate consecutive frequency bands. Individual
NZMY]MVKa JIVL[ IZM IUXTQÅML WZ I\\MV]I\ML \W JM
combined into a new terrain synthesized from the
weighted frequency bands.
Laplacian pyramids are commonly used in computer
graphics for image blurring, image mosaicing, 3D
texturing or for applications in computer vision. The
construction and application of Laplacian pyramids
NWZQUIOQVO_I[XQWVMMZMLJa*]Z\*]Z\! #*]Z\
and
Adelson
! I#
! J
The construction
of
Laplacian
pyramids
is
identical for raster
images and raster
terrain
models.
Only the data
type used by the
algorithm varies,
QM JQ\WZJQ\
Figure 1. Gaussian
pyramid (left
column) and
Laplacian pyramid
(right column) of
a terrain model.
Lower levels in
both pyramids are
enlarged to the size
of the top levels.

112

QV\MOMZV]UJMZ[NWZMIKPQUIOMKPIVVMT^[ÆWI\QVO
point values for gridded terrain models.
A Laplacian pyramid is derived from a Gaussian
pyramid. A Gaussian pyramid consists of a series of
ZI[\MZOZQL[_PQKPIZMJT]ZZML][QVOI/I][[QIVÅT\MZ
and scaled down (left column in Figure 1). Blurring
and scaling are applied multiple times, creating a
stack of successively smaller grids, with each pixel
containing a local average that corresponds to a
neighborhood of twice its size on a more detailed
level of the pyramid. Hence, a series of Gaussian lowXI[[ÅT\MZ[IZMIXXTQML\WJ]QTLI/I][[QIVXaZIUQL
successively removing high-frequency details. The
levels are labeled Gi in the left column of Figure 1.
The Gaussian pyramid is then used to derive the
Laplacian pyramid. Each level Li of the Laplacian
pyramid consists of the difference between two
consecutive levels in the Gaussian pyramid (right
column in Figure 1). To compute one level of the
Laplacian pyramid, two levels of the Gaussian
XaZIUQLIZMÅZ[\JZW]OP\\W\PM[IUMOZQL[QbMIVL\PMV
corresponding values of the two grids are subtracted.
The resulting levels of the Laplacian pyramid encode
successive frequency bands. For example, the level L5
in Figure 1 contains the terrain’s highest frequency
range.
The original terrain model can be reconstructed
from the Laplacian pyramid by summing all its levels,
and adding the base level of the Gaussian pyramid.
Using the labels of Figure 1, this can be expressed by:
A = G1 + (G2 – G1) + (G3 – G2) + …
+ (G6 – G5) = G14i
(1)
Where:
A = reconstructed grid
Gi = levels of the Gaussian pyramid
4i = levels of the Laplacian pyramid
The reconstructed grid A is identical to the original
]VÅT\MZMLOZQLG6 in Figure 1). Equation 1 implicitly
assigns a unary weight to each level of the Laplacian
pyramid. To selectively amplify or attenuate frequency
bands, a weighted reconstruction is needed:
A’ = G1_i4i 



Where:
A’ = reconstructed grid
G1 = smallest level of the Gaussian pyramid
4i = levels of the Laplacian pyramid
_i%_MQOP\KWMNÅKQMV\[NWZ4i
<PM][MZQV\MZIK\Q^MTaILR][\[\PM_MQOP\KWMNÅKQMV\[
wi. Note that the smallest level of the Gaussian
pyramid G1QV-Y]I\QWVKW]TLIT[WJM[KITMLJaIV
ILLQ\QWVIT _MQOP\ KWMNÅKQMV\ *]\ [QVKM \PQ[ _MQOP\
Q[ VW\ WN  U]KP XZIK\QKIT ][M -Y]I\QWV  IVL ITT
NWTTW_QVOMY]I\QWV[IZM[QUXTQÅMLIVLLWVW\KWV\IQV
\PQ[_MQOP\KWMNÅKQMV\
.QO]ZM[PW_[\PM^Q[]ITMNNMK\_PMVI\\MV]I\QVO
high frequency bands and exaggerating a midNZMY]MVKa JIVL <PM _MQOP\ KWMNÅKQMV\[ QV \PQ[
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M\IT?M][M\PMXTIVK]Z^I\]ZMQVLM`_PQKP
measures the rate of change of aspect along a contour
TQVMQV\PMPWZQbWV\ITXTIVM#Q\LQNNMZMV\QI\M[JM\_MMV
KWV^M` IVL KWVKI^M NWZU[ IVL LMÅVM[ [PIZX IVL
clear lines of ridges and valleys (Wilson and Gallant
 <PM IVQ[W\ZWXQK _MQOP\ KWMNÅKQMV\[ _`aQ IZM
computed as follows to take curvature into account
when reconstructing the terrain from the Laplacian
pyramid:
_xyi = ui + vi cxyi 



Where
ui %][MZLMÅVMLOTWJIT_MQOP\XIZIUM\MZNWZ4i
vi%][MZLMÅVMLTWKIT_MQOP\XIZIUM\MZNWZ4i
cxyi = local plan curvature at position x and y of
G1_xyi-14i-1

Figure 2. Removing high-‐frequency details and amplifying
DPLGIUHTXHQF\EDQG/HIWRULJLQDOWHUUDLQULJKWÀOWHUHG
terrain.

particular example are: _1% _2% _3
% _4% IVL_5% <PMIUXTQÅKI\QWV
_3 of the mid-frequency band 43 accentuates valleys,
while the highest frequency band is completely
removed by setting _5\W

Curvature for Edge Preservation

Filtering high-frequency bands removes small details,
but also overly smoothes characteristic sharp-edged
break lines, such as ridge and valley lines. The basic
idea is to automatically identify topographic break
TQVM[ IVL IXXTa LQNNMZMV\ _MQOP\ KWMNÅKQMV\[ \W \PMQZ
neighborhood. Hence, the basic model of low-pass
ÅT\MZQVOQ[QUXZW^MLJaQVKT]LQVOI[MKWVLWXMZI\QWV\W
XZM[MZ^MLQ[KWV\QV]Q\QM[IVL\P][ZM[\ZQK\[QUXTQÅKI\QWV
to the regions between them. The proposed method
UWLQÅM[ \PM \ZILQ\QWVIT ZMKWV[\Z]K\QWV WN  4IXTIKQIV
pyramids. The traditional reconstruction as described
QV\PMXZM^QW][[MK\QWVIVLM`XZM[[MLQV-Y]I\QWV
IXXTQM[Q[W\ZWXQK_MQOP\KWMNÅKQMV\[\W\PMNZMY]MVKa
JIVL[ QM KWMNÅKQMV\[ LW VW\ KPIVOM _Q\P TWKI\QWV
In our approach for terrain generalization, the
KWMNÅKQMV\NWZMIKPNZMY]MVKaJIVLKPIVOM[[XI\QITTa
QM IVQ[W\ZWXQK _MQOP\ KWMNÅKQMV\[ ZMXTIKM \PM
Q[W\ZWXQKWVM[QV-Y]I\QWV"
A’ = G1_xyi4i
(3)
Where:
_xyi % IVQ[W\ZWXQK _MQOP\ KWMNÅKQMV\[ I\ XW[Q\QWV x
and y for 4i

ui and vi IZM _MQOP\ XIZIUM\MZ[ LMÅVML Ja \PM ][MZ
<PM ][MZ ILR][\[ OTWJIT WZ Q[W\ZWXQK ÅT\MZQVO _Q\P ui,
IVLIVQ[W\ZWXQKXZM[MZ^I\QWVWN ZQLOMTQVM[QLMV\QÅML
by high curvature values with vi. The plan curvature
cxyi varies with location, and is computed from the
sum of frequency bands with frequencies lower than
the current band 4i. This approach has the desired
effect of accentuating ridge lines: At locations where
lower frequencies contain concave or convex shapes,
terrain curvature is further accentuated with higherfrequency details of the added band 4i (Figure 3).
Plan curvature is calculated with the Evans–Young
method, which uses a quadratic trend surface for
MIKPKMTTÅ\\ML\W\PM÷TWKITMTM^I\QWVUI\ZQ`.WZ
NWZU]TI[[MM8MVVWKSM\IT! ?WWL!!IVL
;PIZaM\IT<_W\ZIV[NWZUI\QWV[IZMIXXTQML
\W\PM-^IV[AW]VOKWMNÅKQMV\\WÅVLcxyi in Equation
.QZ[\KWMNÅKQMV\[IZMKWUX]\MLNWZITT\MZZIQVKMTT[
then stored in a grid and blurred by convolving with
a two-dimensional Gaussian bell curve. Without
this blurring, spiky structures would appear along
break lines in the reconstructed terrain. The second
transformation is an exponentiation applied to the
JT]ZZML K]Z^I\]ZM KWMNÅKQMV\[ )V M`XWVMV\ KTW[M \W
Figure 3$VHFRQGVHWRIZHLJKWFRHIÀFLHQWVIRUSUHVHUYLQJ
EUHDNOLQHV/HIWRULJLQDOWHUUDLQPLGGOHJOREDOÀOWHULQJ
ULJKWORFDOÀOWHULQJVWHHUHGE\FXUYDWXUH

A multitude of methods exist for identifying
topographic break lines (Peucker and Douglas
!# ;MMU]TTMZ ! !# <ISIPI[PQ M\ IT !! ?M
][M K]Z^I\]ZM KWMNÅKQMV\[ NWZ TWKITTa ^IZaQVO \PM
_MQOP\[ +]Z^I\]ZM KWMNÅKQMV\[ IZM IXXZWXZQI\M NWZ
modeling geomorphometric elements like ridges and
^ITTMa[ ?WWL !! IVL PI^M JMMV IXXTQML NWZ \PM
generalization of terrain for relief shading (Leonowicz
Vol. 38, No. 2
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ZM[]T\[QVUW]V\IQV[TWXM[_Q\PUIVaLM\IQT[_PQTM
an exponent close to 1 adds high frequency details
along break lines. The user can adjust the size of the
blurring kernel and the exponent.
The procedure outlined so far concentrates on
convex ridge lines and ignores the generalization of
concave valley lines. However, a third set of userLMÅVML _MQOP\ KWMNÅKQMV\[ KIV JM IXXTQML ITWVO
concave lines in a similar way. The parameter vi
QV -Y]I\QWV  NWZ _MQOP\QVO \PM QVÆ]MVKM WN  \PM
K]Z^I\]ZM KWMNÅKQMV\ Q[ MQ\PMZ KPW[MV NZWU \PM ][MZ
LMÅVML KWMNÅKQMV\ [M\ NWZ ZQLOM[ WZ NZWU \PM [M\ NWZ
valleys – depending on whether the frequency band
4i adds convex or concave details. To determine what
\aXMWN K]Z^I\]ZMQ[ILLML\PMTWKITXZWÅTMK]Z^I\]ZM
index of the frequency band 4i is computed (Wilson
IVL/ITTIV\.QO]ZMQTT][\ZI\M[\PMMNNMK\WN I
[MKWVL[M\WN _MQOP\KWMNÅKQMV\[NWZUW]V\IQVZQLOM[
QMKWV^M`K]Z^I\]ZMIVLI\PQZL[M\WN KWMNÅKQMV\[
NWZ^ITTMa[QMKWVKI^MK]Z^I\]ZM<PMÅO]ZMQV\PM
middle shows attenuated high and mid-frequency
JIVL[<PMÅO]ZMWV\PMZQOP\ZM[\WZM[LM\IQT[ITWVO
ZQLOMIVL^ITTMaTQVM[JaIUXTQNaQVO\PMKWMNÅKQMV\[WN 
the frequency bands attenuated before.

View Dependent Filtering
for 3D Maps

As outlined in the introduction, the level of terrain
generalization must increase with the distance to
the viewer of the scene when central perspective
projection is used. The proposed method can be
extended to variably adjust the level of generalization
in the foreground and the background. Two sets of
_MQOP\KWMNÅKQMV\[IZMLMÅVMLWVMNWZ\PMNWZMOZW]VL
IVL WVM NWZ \PM JIKSOZW]VL <PM ][MZ LMÅVML
_MQOP\ KWMNÅKQMV\[ ui and vi QV -Y]I\QWV  IZM \PMV
linearly interpolated between the foreground and

\PM JIKSOZW]VL -Y]I\QWV  M`MUXTQÅM[ \PM TQVMIZ
QV\MZXWTI\QWVNWZ\PMKWMNÅKQMV\ui. The interpolation
WN \PMKWMNÅKQMV\vi is identical.
ui = ud uifore + (1 – ud) uiback
(5)
Where:
ui%\PMJTMVLML_MQOP\KWMNÅKQMV\
uifore, uiback%][MZLMÅVMLNWZMOZW]VLIVL
JIKSOZW]VLKWMNÅKQMV\[NWZ4i
ud = distance-dependent weigh factor: 1 in
NWZMOZW]VLQVJIKSOZW]VL
.QO]ZM[PW_[\PM\aXMWN OMVMZITQbI\QWVMNNMK\\PI\
KIVJMIKPQM^ML7V\PMZQOP\[QLMWN .QO]ZMLM\IQT[
in the highest frequency band are slightly attenuated
in the foreground, and ridges in the highest frequency
band are moderately accentuated. In the background,
the three highest frequency bands are completely
removed, except for details along ridges, which are
accentuated to preserve the spiky character of this
alpine terrain.

Masked Frequency Filtering
TheIUXTQÅKI\QWVWN UQLNZMY]MVKaJIVL[IKKMV\]I\M[
ridges and valleys, but also creates disturbing concave
depressions along valley bottoms where steep slopes
ILRWQVÆI\XTIVM[<PQ[XZWJTMUKIVJMITTM^QI\ML_Q\P
IUI[SNWZÆI\IZMI[7VMIXXZWIKPQ[\WM`\ZIK\[TWXM
QVLQKM[IVLTQUQ\\PMIUXTQÅKI\QWVWN UQLNZMY]MVKa
JIVL[ \W ÆI\ \MZZIQV 7\PMZ \aXM[ WN  UI[S[ KIV JM
used as well, for example, a cartographically designed
mask with lakes and valley bottoms. Whatever type
of mask used, a simplistic combination of (a) the
terrain reconstructed from a weighted Laplacian
pyramid with (b) the original terrain would result
in discontinuities in the combined terrain. Visually
disturbing stepped structures would appear, because
the reconstructed terrain is
likely to have locally shifted in
vertical direction due to user
LMÅVML _MQOP\ XIZIUM\MZ[
Hence, masked areas must
be taken into account when
reconstructing the terrain from
the Laplacian pyramid:
_xyi = (ui + vi cxyi - 1) mxyi + 
Where:
mxyi = anisotropic mask value at
position x and y,C°E
<PM UI[S Q[ ÅZ[\ \ZIV[NWZUML
to a Gaussian pyramid, and
Figure 4,QFUHDVLQJÀOWHULQJ
from foreground to background.
Left: original terrain; right:
ÀOWHUHGWHUUDLQZLWKULGJHV
accentuated in the background.
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Figure 5.0DVNVIRUDYRLGLQJDUWLIDFWVLQÁDWDUHDV/HIW
RULJLQDOWHUUDLQPLGGOHJOREDOO\ÀOWHUHGWHUUDLQZLWK
GHSUHVVLRQVKLJKOLJKWHGULJKWÀOWHULQJOLPLWHGWRVWHHS
areas.

mxyi is the corresponding level i of this pyramid. The
mask weight mxyi TWKITTa ^IZQM[ JM\_MMV  IVL  1N 
mxyi Q[  \PM NZMY]MVKa JIVL 4i is added with no
ÅT\MZQVO IXXTQML IVL TWKITTa \PM ]VÅT\MZML WZQOQVIT
terrain model is reconstructed. If mxyi is 1, Equation
 [QUXTQÅM[ \W -Y]I\QWV  .QO]ZM  QTT][\ZI\M[ \PM
UI[SQVO MNNMK\ _PMV [TWXM ^IT]M[ UI[S ÆI\ IZMI["
artifacts are reduced where the steep slopes adjoin the
ÆI\XTIVM

Implementation and Conclusion

The described method for generalizing digital
terrain was implemented in Terrain Equalizer, a
free and open-source application available at http://
___\MZZIQVKIZ\WOZIXPaKWU. Terrain Equalizer was
written in Java and runs on all major platforms. For
rendering previews of the generalized terrain model,
Terrain Equalizer builds on JOGL, a Java wrapper for
7XMV/4 27/4 !# 7XMV/4WZO   <MZZIQV
Equalizer’s interface features sets of vertical sliders
NWZ ILR][\QVO \PM _MQOP\ KWMNÅKQMV\[ WN  QVLQ^QL]IT
frequency bands, using an equalizer metaphor.
As outlined in the section on related work, various
alternatives exist to Laplacian pyramids for selectively
manipulating frequency bands, such as low-pass
ÅT\MZ[WZ_I^MTM\IVL.W]ZQMZ\ZIV[NWZU[+WUXIZML
to these alternatives, the method presented here is
easy to comprehend and control by the user. Also, the
algorithm is relatively simple to implement, lends itself
to multithreading, and is fast enough for interactive
manipulation of terrains with up to several million
cells.
Frequency-based generalization is somewhat
TQUQ\ML<MZZIQVKIVWVTaJM[QUXTQÅMLWZMUXPI[QbML
which is also the case for our approach. Other
generalization operators, such as displacement or
combination operators, are not addressed by our
ZM[MIZKP ?MQJMT !! []OOM[\ML OMVMZITQbI\QWV
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operators imbedded in an interactive graphical
environment, since the objective of cartographic
terrain generalization is not so much noise removal
I[ Q\ Q[ OZIXPQKIT [QUXTQÅKI\QWV <MZZIQV -Y]ITQbMZ
offers such a user interface. We applied it for 3D
mapping using terrain models of varying resolution
and origin. We were able to successfully remove
disturbing high-frequency details, while preserving
QUXWZ\IV\JZMISTQVM[#IVL_M[]KKM[[N]TTaMVPIVKML
important terrain structures by amplifying midfrequency bands. Filtering parameters could easily be
adjusted to the terrain character and to various levels
of generalization. Furthermore, it proved to be easy
to adjust the level of generalization to the distance
from the viewer. However, we encountered problems
_PMZM [\MMX [TWXM[ IVL ÆI\ ^ITTMa[ UMM\ _PMV
amplifying mid-frequency bands. These problems are
at least partially solved by the inclusion of masks –
nevertheless, their integration could be improved and
easer to control.
Various experts have tested Terrain Equalizer
and provided encouraging feedback. A more
detailed quantitative analysis or a comparison with
W\PMZ OMVMZITQbI\QWV UM\PWL[ Q[ LQNÅK]T\ )[ _Q\P
all research in cartographic generalization, only
qualitative impressions can be gained from visual
analysis to assess the suitability of a generalization
operator. Ultimately, only a subjective evaluation of
the visual results can tell whether the generalization
operation was successful.
Parameters are seamlessly interpolated from
the background to the foreground throughout a
3D map. The portability of such a terrain with a
generalization level varying from foreground to
background is obviously limited, as it can only be
^QM_ML QV I [QVOTM XZMLMÅVML LQZMK\QWV WVKM \PM
ÅT\MZQVOQ[IXXTQML<PQ[TQUQ\I\QWVKW]TLJMW^MZKWUM
for interactive terrain visualizations – where the user
can freely choose the position and direction of view
– by generalizing the terrain in real time. Interactive
frame rates could possibly be achieved by porting the
Laplacian pyramid to modern GPUs, as proposed by
;\ZMVOMZ\M\ITNWZQUIOMXZWKM[[QVO
Terrain Equalizer and the underlying algorithms
were developed for generalizing digital terrain of
mountainous areas at large and medium scales,
[XMKQÅKITTa NWZ \PM ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV I[ , UIX[
Alternative applications of Laplacian pyramids
constrained by curvature remain to be explored for
terrain generalization and visualization. Particularly,
this approach could be used to remove artifacts from
SRTM or LIDAR terrain data, and it could also be
IXXTQML \W OMVMZITQbM \MZZIQV JMNWZM OMVMZI\QVO ,
visualizations, such as contour lines or shaded relief.
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